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L5110 20V Cordless LED Task Light

IQ V20 Series™ Cordless Tools
Uncompromising Cordless Power
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Ultra-Bright LED Task Light
Patented aluminum head dissipates
heat and is lightweight yet heavy-duty
Impact-resistant housing
protects against fluids, chemicals,
and repeated drops

Ultra-bright white LED casts 180
lumens and lasts up to 20,000 hours

Multi-position head and
standing base allow for lighting
from above or below
Hanging hook allows for versatile
positioning at any angle
Easy-to-use battery interface makes
changing the battery quick and simple

IQV20 Series™ intelligent battery
management system provides:
- up to 15 hours of runtime on a
single-charge 3.0 Ah battery
Compatible with IQ V20 Series
battery, which is used in our
W7150 cordless Impactool ™

- up to 8 hours of runtime on a
1.5 Ah battery

(Batteries sold separately)

Model

Product Weight
lbs (kg)

Product Length
in (cm)

Product Height
in (cm)

Light Output
lumens

L5110

0.9 (0.4)

3.4 (8.6)

9.5 (12.1)

180

Runtime (hr)
3.0 Ah
1.5 Ah

15

8

Head
Positions
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Performance

Bright white LED offers up to 15 hours of runtime — so it can work as long as you do.

Durability

Rugged design features an engineered composite housing that can withstand repeated drops and corrosive fluids.

Versatility

Multi-position head, hands-free standing base, and hang hook allow for lighting from any angle, high or low.

Do the Job. Do it Fast. Do it Every Time.
For more information about our new
L5110 Cordless Task Light, contact your local dealer.

(800) 866-5457 • ingersollrandproducts.com/L5110
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